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PREAXIAL POLYDACTYLY [PPD (OMIM
190605)] is a commonly observed

congenital limb malformation that usu-
ally involves duplication of the thumb,
index finger, or various forms of
triphalangeal thumbs. Most cases of
PPD show an autosomal-dominant
mode of inheritance although sporadic
cases have been described. Previous
work based on genetic analysis on af-
fected families mapped the PPD dis-
ease locus to a region in the q36 band
of the human chromosome 7 encom-
passing the Sonic hedgehog (SHH)
gene. Mutations and deletions of SHH
have previously been shown to cause
holoprosencephaly (1).

In the developing limb, experiments
using chick explants and mouse mod-
els showed that proper spatio-temporal
expression of Shh in the zone of polar-
izing activity (ZPA) is crucial for the
anterio-posterior patterning of digits
(2). Several mouse mutants displaying
preaxial polydactylous phenotypes are
caused by the mis-expression of Shh in
the ectopic anterior margin at early
limb bud stages. Previously, Lettice
and colleagues studied a mutant
Sasquatch and found evidence that a
cis-regulator of Shh was likely located
within the Lmbr1 gene about 1 million
base pairs (Mb) upstream from the
start of the Shh gene (3).

Comparing genome sequence be-
tween human and an evolutionarily
distant species, such as mouse, in
search of highly conserved DNA seg-
ments is a powerful way to help iden-
tify functional elements in the genome.
In their recent study, Lettice and col-
leagues used this approach to look for
a candidate regulatory element for Shh

(4). They compared the genomic se-
quence of human, mouse, chicken, and
pufferfish, and identified a 400 bp re-
gion located in intron 5 of Lmbr1 that
is highly conserved between all four
species. To test whether this domain
regulates gene activity reminiscent of
limb Shh expression in the ZPA, the
authors incorporated the mouse con-
served DNA segment into transgenic
constructs. Their transgenic embryos
showed that the reporter gene was in-
deed driven to express in the posterior
margin of both the fore and hindlimbs
similar to the endogenous Shh activity.
They refer to this conserved functional
element as the ZPA regulatory se-
quence, ZRS.

Next, Lettice and colleagues exam-
ined families with PPD to see if they
could identify mutations within the
ZRS domain. These affected families
were previously screened for muta-
tions in the SHH and LMBR1 genes but
none were found. This time, in a large
family of Dutch background, the au-
thors found a heterozygous C/G trans-
version within the ZRS of the human
sequence in all 96 affected individuals,
while 117 unaffected individuals in
this family as well as 1354 control
chromosomes were tested to have a
homozygous C/C. Three additional
single nucleotide alterations were iden-
tified from three other PPD families
(two Belgian, one Cuban) while proper
controls were shown to lack these al-
terations. Furthermore, in a mouse mu-
tant the hemimelic extra toes, they also
found another nucleotide change in the
mouse ZRS sequence. Hence, these

base pair changes that occurred at
highly conserved nucleotides within
the ZRS are suggested to be patho-
genic mutations leading to the PPD
phenotype.

It is truly remarkable that a single
nucleotide mutation in a regulatory el-
ement is capable of modifying the ac-
tivity of its target gene 1 Mb away.
Moreover, this key regulator appears
to specifically control the Shh gene
promoter without acting on any sur-
rounding genes. The authors further
noted that a broad conservation of
genomic synteny is present among ver-
tebrates (including pufferfish) in and
around the Shh locus, supporting that
the transcription control for Shh likely
evolved prior to the fin-to-limb transi-
tion in early vertebrate evolution and
that such genetic configuration has
been preserved since that time. Further
experiments underway to pinpoint
which gene products interact with the
DNA motifs within the ZRS should
illuminate the intricate control of the
ZPA establishment towards limb de-
velopment. It is also noteworthy that
studies of holoprosencephaly patients
with non-gene translocation break-
points suggest there are still to be iden-
tified brain-specific regulatory ele-
ments upstream of the gene (5).

Clearly, non-coding mutations and
regulatory polymorphisms that affect
gene transcription are difficult to pin-
point among the sea of single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms found in the hu-
man population. However, their
contribution to developmental disor-
ders as well as other complex traits is
likely to be substantial and has so far
been largely neglected. Recent avail-
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ability of the mouse and pufferfish ge-
nome sequences makes large-scale
comparative analysis now possible.
Ongoing comparative sequencing
projects targeting a diverse collection
of vertebrate species (6) will be a great
resource for studying regulatory genet-
ics and human disease.
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